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Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is one of the major challenges to the sustainability of health care
systems in light of its high, and still increasing, prevalence.1 The condition commonly progresses to microvascular and macrovascular complications,2,3 causing a
decrease in health and quality of life, as well as an increase in financial burden on the
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Objectives: To compare clinical outcomes and health care costs across three cohorts of
uncontrolled diabetic patients who initiated treatment with one of the following: sulphonylureas
(SU), thiazolidinediones (TZD) or sitagliptin (SITA).
Materials and methods: We performed a retrospective study based on a linkage between
administrative and laboratory databases maintained by three Italian local health units. The index
period ranged from July 2008–June 2010. Patients were treatment-naïve to either SU, TZD, or
SITA, but they were already treated with other oral hypoglycemic agents. Demographics and
clinical characteristics were assessed at baseline. Adherence was measured by the medication
possession ratio and adherent was defined as a patient with a medication possession ratio of
80% or greater. We used a Poisson regression model to estimate the risk ratios for diseaserelated hospitalizations that occurred during the 18-month follow-up period. The total annual
costs included all the pharmacological treatments and the direct costs due to hospitalizations
and outpatient services.
Results: We identified 928 patients treated with SU, 330 patients treated with TZD, and 83
patients treated with SITA. SITA patients were significantly younger and with fewer previous
hospital discharges. The baseline mean glycated hemoglobin level was 8.1% for SU, 8.0% for
TZD, and 8.3% for SITA patients. SITA-naïve patients were more adherent than the SU- and
TZD-naïve patients (79.5% versus 53.2% and 62.8%, respectively; P,0.001). The SU and
TZD group showed a significant increased risk of disease-related hospitalizations compared
with the SITA group (the unadjusted rate was 10.42 and 7.16 per 100 person-years versus 1.64
per 100 person-years, P=0.003; compared with SU, the adjusted incidence rate ratio for SITA
was 0.21, P=0.030). The total annual costs per patient were €972 for SITA, €706 for SU, and
€908 for those treated with TZD.
Conclusion: Uncontrolled diabetic patients who initiated – as a second-line therapy in addition to metformin – treatment with SITA, compared to those who initiated treatment with SU
or TZD, showed a reduced risk of disease-related hospitalizations. The total annual costs per
patient were not significantly different among the three groups.
Keywords: diabetes, clinical practice, sitagliptin, adherence, health care costs
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health care system.4 In Italy, direct costs for diabetic people
amount to about €9 billion per year, representing nearly 9%
of the national health expenditures.5 Type 2 diabetes mellitus
(T2DM) is usually treated in a stepwise manner, starting with
lifestyle modifications, followed by the addition of one or more
oral hypoglycemic drugs (OHDs). Metformin monotherapy is
generally recommended as first-line pharmacotherapy,6,7 while
numerous second-line agents – including older drugs such as
sulphonylureas (SU), and more recently introduced drugs such
as thiazolidinediones (TZD) and sitagliptin (SITA), which is a
dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor (DPP-4) – are now available
for T2DM patients who have inadequate glycemic control.
Guidelines have suggested that there is a choice among different second-line agents considering their respective advantages
and disadvantages.6,7 Thus, a patient-centered therapeutic
regimen for patients with T2DM should be determined by the
patient’s characteristics and comorbidities, and they should
be optimized for efficacy, safety, tolerability, and the costs
of treatment and their related outcomes.8 As a consequence,
estimates of the direct medical costs attributed to diabetes in
a real-world setting are essential in order to determine the
financial burden of the disease and manage the future health
care needs. The objective of this study was to determine the
clinical outcomes and costs of the pharmacological treatment,
as well as the cost of related outcomes, when adding different
second-line agents to metformin in patients with T2DM who
are no longer adequately controlled by metformin alone.

Materials and methods
Data source
This retrospective study was based on administrative databases maintained by three local health units (LHU) in Italy.
The databases considered were the Beneficiaries’ Database,
the Territorial Pharmacy Database, the Hospital Direct Drugs
Distribution Registry, the Hospital Discharge Database, the
Outpatient Service Registry, and the Clinical Laboratory File.
The data included in each database has been described in a
previous paper.9 Universal health care coverage in Italy means
that the information contained in these databases, which has
been used previously,10 is complete and comprehensive. The
Italian Ministry of Health reports that these archives are
100% complete and 95% accurate.11 No identifiers related
to patients were provided to the researchers. The ethics committee of each LHU approved the study.

Cohort definition
This retrospective study investigated a cohort of adults defined
as T2DM patients if, between July 1, 2007 and June 30, 2008,
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they had at least two prescriptions of OHDs (Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical [ATC] code A10B); and/or at least
one fasting glucose determination over 126 mg/dL; and/
or at least one hospitalization with a discharge diagnosis
of diabetes (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth
Revision, Clinical Modification [ICD9CM]12 code 250); and/
or the presence of an exemption for diabetes in at least one
outpatient service request. We identified eligible patients as
subjects aged $18 years who received a first (index date)
prescription of SITA (ATC code A10BH01), SU (ATC codes
A10BB, A10BD02), or TZD (ATC codes A10BG, A10BD05,
A10BD06) between July 1, 2008 and June 30, 2010, and who
were taking different OHDs, but not insulin (ATC code A10A)
in the 12 months preceding the index date. Enrolled patients
were characterized, in the year before the index date, according
to 1) the presence of the following drug treatments: at least
two prescriptions of antihypertensive drugs (ATC code C02,
C03, C07, C08, C09), and/or lipid-lowering drugs (ATC code
C10), and/or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (ATC code
M01), and/or drugs for asthma/chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (ATC code R03); and 2) the presence of at least one
hospital discharge with a primary or secondary diagnosis
code of a cardiovascular disease (myocardial infarction or
other ischemic heart disease [ICD9CM 410–414], stroke
or other cerebrovascular disease [ICD9CM 430–438], heart
arrhythmia [ICD9CM 427], heart failure [ICD9CM 428],
atherosclerosis or aneurysms of large vessels [ICD9 440–442],
other cardiovascular disease [ICD9CM 401–405], chronic
kidney disease [ICD9CM 584–585]), diabetes mellitus and
diabetes-related diseases [diabetes mellitus, ICD9CM 250],
retinal disease [ICD9CM 362], osteoporosis [osteoarthrosis,
ICD9CM 715], fracture of the femoral neck [ICD9CM 820],
or fracture of the tibia and fibula [ICD9CM 823]. The Charlson comorbidity index was also calculated for each patient
by summing the assigned weights for all comorbid conditions
evaluated in the 1-year period before the index date.13 Because
the Charlson index assigns a weight of 1 to individuals with
diabetes, all individuals in this study had at least an index
score of 1. Clinical measures at baseline included the most
recent determination of serum glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c)
and fasting glucose. HbA1c is a widely used marker of glycemic control that reflects the average glycemic level during
the past 2–3 months.14

Adherence to hypoglycemic drugs
Adherence was determined using the medication possession ratio (MPR) calculated in the 1 year following the
index date – a method used in prior studies15,16 to quantify
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 edication adherence. The MPR reflects the proportion
m
of days during which the enrollee possesses a supply of
medication. The numerator for the MPR was calculated
by summing the number of days’ supply from filled prescriptions of the OHD. This number was divided by 365
and expressed as a percentage. For enrollees on multiple
diabetes medications, the average MPR for each class of
drug was calculated. The days when patients were in an
institutionalized care setting, such as in hospitals or nursing
homes were excluded from the MPR calculation. Because the
Territorial Pharmacy Database does not include data regarding drug dose, the mean daily dose of the prescribed drugs
was defined according to the recommended dose reported
in “L’Informatore farmaceutico”.17 We defined “nonadherence” as an MPR ,80%, a cutoff score commonly used
in the literature on chronic diseases, such as diabetes and
schizophrenia, to define poor adherence.18,19

Outcomes
The primary study endpoint was a composite of all hospitalizations for cardiovascular disease, or diabetes and
diabetes-related complications, or chronic kidney disease, or
osteoporosis previously described, or hypoglycemia (ICD9CM
250.3, ICD9CM 250.8, ICD9CM 251.0, ICD9CM 251.1, or
ICD9CM 251.2) that occurred in the 18 months following the
index date (unless the individual died or left the province).
The secondary study endpoint was the analysis of all
cardiovascular disease hospitalizations alone. In addition,
we evaluated the variations in the level of HbA1c during
the follow-up period comparing the last measurement of
HbA1c before the index date and the last measurement
of HbA1c available in the 1 year after the index date.

Cost of illness
Disease-related health care costs in the year following
the index date included: costs of OHDs purchased by the
Territorial and Hospital Pharmacy; costs due to all hospital
admissions for cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and diabetesrelated complications, chronic kidney disease, osteoporosis,
and hypoglycemia; costs of laboratory tests for HbA 1c,
glycemia, lipid panel, microalbuminuria, and creatinine;
and costs for specialist visits and eye examinations. Drugs
were priced according to the National Health Service’s
purchase price.9 Hospitalizations were priced according to
the diagnosis-related group tariff. The cost of outpatient
services has been defined according to the tariffs applied
by the regions where the LHUs are located. The currency
reference used was the Euro (€).
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Baseline confounders
As possible confounders, we considered age; sex; the use of
certain medications (yes/no) (such as antihypertensive drugs,
lipid-lowering drugs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs,
drugs for asthma/chronic obstructive pulmonary disease); the
presence of previous hospitalizations (yes/no); the Charlson
index level grouped into one of two categories (index score =1
or index score .1); the HbA1c level, categorized as #7%,
.7% and #8%, .8% and #9%, .9%, and a missing values
category, since there were patients without HbA1c measurements; the number of previous OHD classes; and the OHD
adherence level based on MPR level (,40%, $40% and
,79%, $80%). We did not include glycemia for the elevated
number of missing values.

Statistical analysis

Quantitative variables are presented as the mean ± standard
deviation. One-way analysis of variance was used to compare
the means of the quantitative variables. Associations between
categorical variables were tested using the Pearson χ2 test.
A multivariate logistic regression model was used to estimate
the odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs), and to
examine the predictors of adherence to OHD therapy in the
year following the index date. The model was adjusted for the
possible baseline confounders and the type of OHD treatment.
A Poisson regression analysis, with person-years as the offset
variable, was used to model counts of the number of hospitalizations that occurred during the follow-up period. Incidence
rate ratios (IRRs) and 95% CIs were calculated for each of the
possible baseline confounders. A further Poisson regression
analysis was performed using the same method to investigate
the relationship between adherence, type of the OHD treatment and the risk of cardiovascular hospitalization. As in the
observational studies treatment selection is often influenced by
subject characteristics, we used a propensity score-matching
analysis to balance the different OHD treatment groups on
the possible baseline confounders (1:1 match).
A generalized linear model with an identity link function
and a gamma distribution was used to estimate the association
between health care costs and the type of OHD treatment.20
Two-tailed P-values ,0.05 were considered to be statistically
significant, and all statistical analyses were conducted using
Stata software version 12.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station,
TX, USA).

Results
A total of 1,391 diabetic patients met the inclusion/exclusion
criteria and were included in the present analysis: 83 patients
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(6.2% of the enrolled cohort) were new SITA-treated, 928
(69.2%) were new SU-treated, and 330 (24.6%) were new
TZD-treated. The demographic and clinical characteristics
of the three groups of patients are reported in Table 1.
Patients treated with SITA were significantly younger, had a
significantly lower Charlson index, had a significantly lower
number of previous hospital admissions, and experienced
significantly higher previous multidrug OHD therapy than
patients treated with SU or TZD. No significant differences
in the baseline mean values of serum glucose and HbA1c
resulted among the three groups of patients. During the 1 year
of follow-up, among the 83 patients treated with SITA, ten
patients (12.0%) were given SITA as a monotherapy while
the others received prescriptions for SITA combined with
other OHDs; 165 SU patients (17.8%) were given SU as a
monotherapy while the others received prescriptions for SU
combined with other OHDs; and 66 TZD patients (20.0%)
were given TZD as a monotherapy while the others combined
TZD with other OHDs. After 6 months of therapy, three
SITA-treated patients (3.6%) quit the hypoglycemic therapy
and nine patients (10.8%) stopped taking SITA and went on
other OHDs; in the SU group, 46 patients (5.3%) quit the
Table 1 Baseline characteristics of enrolled patients
Patients, n
Age, years
(mean [SD])
Male, n (%)
Charlson index, n (%)
1
2–3
$4
Antihypertensive
drugs, n (%)
Lipid-lowering drugs,
n (%)
Respiratory drugs,
n (%)
Nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory
drugs, n (%)
Previous
hospitalizations,
n (%)
Number of previous
OHD classes,
mean (SD)
Glycemia, mg/dL
(mean [SD])
HbA1c, %
(mean [SD])

SITA

SU

TZD

P-value

83
56.2 (9.8)

928
66.1 (11.4)

330
63.2 (10.1)

,0.001

42 (50.6)

484 (52.2)

182 (55.2)

53 (63.9)
29 (34.9)
1 (1.2)
51 (61.5)

444 (47.8)
421 (45.4)
63 (6.8)
682 (73.5)

169 (51.2)
145 (43.9)
16 (4.9)
233 (70.6)

0.052

37 (44.6)

426 (45.9)

146 (44.2)

0.862

6 (7.2)

74 (8.0)

15 (4.6)

0.114

14 (16.9)

209 (22.5)

60 (18.2)

0.157

4 (4.8)

141 (15.2)

36 (10.9)

0.009

1.6 (0.7)

1.2 (0.4)

1.3 (0.5)

,0.001

173.5
(58.9)
8.3 (1.4)

164.8
(58.6)
8.1 (1.6)

159.4
(49.9)
8.0 (1.4)

0.115

0.592
0.027

0.300

Abbreviations: SITA, sitagliptin; SU, sulphonylureas; TZD, thiazolidinediones; n,
number; SD, standard deviation; OHD, oral hypoglycemic drugs; HbA1c, glycated
hemoglobin.
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hypoglycemic therapy and 222 patients (25.4%) stopped
taking SU and went on other OHDs; and in the TZD group, 18
patients (5.6%) quit the hypoglycemic therapy and 62 patients
(19.2%) stopped taking TZD and went on other OHDs.
Patients treated with SITA resulted significantly more
adherent, that is more likely to reach an MPR value greater
than or equal to 80%, to hypoglycemic therapy than patients
treated with SU or TZD (79.5% versus 53.9% and 62.8%,
respectively; P,0.001). After adjusting for the possible
confounders, SITA patients were more likely to be adherent
compared with the other two groups (Figure 1; Table 2).
After 1 year of treatment, the mean serum level of HbA1c was
significantly reduced in the three groups of patients (from
8.2%±1.3% to 7.5%±0.9% in the SITA-treated patients; from
8.1%±1.6% to 7.5%±1.2% in the SU-treated patients; and
from 8.0%±1.3% to 7.3%±1.0% in the TZD-treated patients).
A total of 247 hospitalizations were observed during the
18-month follow-up period; the unadjusted rate of hospitalization was 1.64 per 100 person-years for SITA-treated
patients, 10.42 per 100 person-years for SU-treated patients,
and 7.16 per 100 person-years for TZD-treated patients. In
the multivariable model, age, male sex, pharmacological
treatment with antihypertensive and respiratory drugs, previous hospitalizations, and a baseline serum HbA1c .8%
significantly contributed to an increased risk of hospitalization, while pharmacological treatment with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, and an MPR between 40% and 79%,
or .79% was associated with a reduced risk of hospitalization. Regarding the hypoglycemic therapy, compared with
SU-treated patients (IRR =1.0), the risk of hospitalization
was lower in patients treated with SITA (IRR =0.21; 95%
CI: 0.05–0.86; P=0.030) and higher, but not significantly, in
patients treated with TZD (IRR =1.03; 95% CI: 0.75–1.41;
P=0.863) (Figure 2). We obtained the same result considering
TZD treatment as reference.
A separate analysis was performed for the associations
between the patients’ type of OHD treatment and the risk of
hospital admissions for cardiovascular reasons. Although the
trend was comparable with the previous analysis (ie, compared
with the SU group, the risk of cardiovascular hospitalization
decreased in the SITA group [IRR =0.36; 95% CI: 0.09–1.52;
P=0.166] and increased in the TZD group [IRR =1.38; 95%
CI: 0.95–2.00; P=0.094]), the results were not statistically
significant and the different hypoglycemic treatments did not
appear to have different effects (Figure 3).
After propensity score matching, no significant difference between the three groups for any covariate was
observed. In these matched cohorts, the rate of hospitaliza-
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62.8
53.9

36.2
28.2

6.0

10.0

14.5
9.0

<40%

40%–79%

≥80%

Adherence level
Figure 1 Adherence level according to the type of drug.
Abbreviations: SITA, sitagliptin; SU, sulphonylureas; TZD, thiazolidinediones.

tion was 1.64 per 100 person-years for SITA-treated patients,
7.56 per 100 person-years for SU-treated patients, and
4.94 per 100 person-years for TZD-treated patients, confirming the previous results, even though these were not statistically significant differences.
The mean annual health care cost related to the three modalities of hypoglycemic therapy was higher in the SITA-treated
patients when compared to the SU- and TZD-treated patients
(€972 versus €706 and €908, respectively; Figure 4) because of
the cost of the drug, while the cost due to hospitalization was
lower in the SITA-treated patients than in SU- and TZD-treated
patients (€68 versus €372 and €329, respectively). After adjusting for the baseline characteristics, the generalized linear model
(Figure 5) did not provide evidence for a significant difference
in health care costs among the three groups of patients.

Discussion
The American Diabetes Association and the European
Association for the Study of Diabetes stated that metformin,
if not contraindicated and if tolerated, is the preferred
and most cost-effective first-line agent for treating T2DM
patients.21 If metformin monotherapy did not achieve the
Table 2 Logistic regression model of the predictors of adherence
to treatment
Pharmacological treatment

OR (95% CI)

P-value

Sitagliptin (reference value)
Sulphonylureas
Thiazolidinediones

1.00
0.36 (0.20–0.64)
0.51 (0.28–0.93)

,0.001
0.028

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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recommended HbA1c target, another OHD could be chosen
as an add-on treatment.21 The number of available secondline pharmacotherapies has expanded in the last years, and
new agents such as TZD and DPP-4 inhibitors, that are more
expensive when compared to older drugs like SU, are now
available.22 In light of the numerous available options for
treatment, the question about what is the best agent to be
added to metformin in clinical practice is particularly relevant
since data from clinical trials comparing different agents
head-to-head as a second-line treatment following metformin
failure in maintaining glycemic control are lacking.23 Hence,
there is the need in real-world practice to evaluate whether
newer agents offer significant advantages over older therapies
in terms of safety, efficacy, and resource allocation.
The information used in our study is based on a data
linkage at individual level between different administrative
data sources, such as those for hospital discharge diagnoses
and pharmaceutical claims, that have been used successfully
as sources of information for diabetes monitoring, since the
information is usually not expensive and time-consuming to
collect.24–26 Moreover, the availability of clinical data – ie,
laboratory test results such as serum glucose and HbA1c levels – allowed us to define more precisely the characteristics
of the T2DM patients enrolled. We found that in diabetic
patients who did not achieve their HbA1c target with metformin therapy, the three modalities of add-on therapy had
similar improvements in HbA1c levels. Recently, two metaanalyses27,28 that evaluated the efficacy and safety of adding
to metformin a different second choice of OHDs, concluded
that DPP-4 inhibitors may be considered a viable treatment
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IRR (95% CIs)
Age

1.04 (1.03–1.05)

Sex

1.42 (1.09–1.85)
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Charlson index (reference =1)
>1
Antihypertensive drugs
Lipid-lowering drugs
Respiratory drugs
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
Previous hospitalizations
Baseline HbA1c (reference ≤7.0%)
(7.0%–8.0%)

1.42 (0.95–2.12)

(8.1%–9.0%)

1.67 (1.08–2.60)
1.65 (1.03–2.63)
1.85 (1.23–2.78)

>9.0%
Missing
Adherence level (reference <40%)

0.62 (0.44–0.89)
0.45 (0.32–0.65)
1.98 (1.06–3.71)

40%–79%
≥80%
Number of previous OHD classes
Type of treatment (reference: SU)
SITA

0.21 (0.05–0.86)

TZD

1.03 (0.75–1.41)
0.0

0.1

1.0

10.0

Incidence rate ratio
Figure 2 Risk of hospitalization for any reason.
Abbreviations: IRR, incidence rate ratio; CI, confidence interval; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; OHD, oral hypoglycemic drugs; SU, sulphonylureas; SITA, sitagliptin; TZD,
thiazolidinediones.

to be associated with metformin because of their glycemic
effect, which is comparable to the effect of SU or TZD. Our
findings are aligned with this conclusion regarding a direct
comparison of SITA against SU or TZD.
The discontinuation rate of 14.4% observed in our SITAtreated diabetic patients (combining 3.6% of those who suspended all OHDs and 10.8% of those who replaced SITA with
another OHD) was significantly lower than the discontinuation
rate of 30.7% (5.3% + 25.4%) and 24.8% (5.6% + 19.2%)
recorded, respectively, in SU- and TZD-treated patients. Moreover, an adherence rate $80% was significantly more frequent in
SITA- than in SU- or TZD-treated patients (79.5% versus 53.5%
and 62.8%, respectively). Overall, when patients receiving SITA
were compared with those receiving SU or TZD, the SITAtreated patients showed an improved persistence and adherence
to treatment, as was also documented in another observational
study performed in Spain.29 This is a relevant clinical point since
468
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1.11 (0.82–1.50)
2.25 (1.50–3.36)
0.93 (0.72–1.22)
2.06 (1.45–2.94)
0.67 (0.47–0.95)
2.26 (1.69–3.04)
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patient compliance, adherence, and persistence in maintaining
therapeutic treatment is a complex situation that includes patient
and treatment regimen factors that may ultimately provide a barrier to medication adherence.30 An average estimate of patient
nonadherence is 32.5% in patients with diabetes, in spite of data
from clinical trials that showed that pharmacological treatment
reduces long-term complications.31
We found that those metformin-treated patients who were
prescribed SITA as an add-on treatment had better outcomes
than those prescribed an SU or a TZD as an add-on treatment.
In fact, we found that patients who were SITA-treated suffered a lower incidence of hospitalization for any reason than
patients who were SU- or TZD-treated, and the multivariable
logistic regression model had provided evidence for a significant contribution of SITA treatment.
In this observational study, the nonrandomized treatment
allocation might have produced study groups that were not
ClinicoEconomics and Outcomes Research 2014:6
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IRR (95% CIs)
Age
Sex

1.05 (1.03–1.07)
1.78 (1.28–2.47)
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Charlson index (reference =1)
>1
Antihypertensive drugs

1.17 (0.81–1.69)
2.96 (1.71–5.11)

Lipid-lowering drugs
Respiratory drugs
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

1.00 (0.72–1.39)
2.63 (1.74–3.96)
0.45 (0.28–0.72)

Previous hospitalizations

2.07 (1.44–2.97)

Baseline HbA1c (reference ≤7.0%)
(7.0%–8.0%)
(8.1%–9.0%)

1.22 (0.74–2.03)
1.67 (0.98–2.86)

>9.0%
Missing

1.94 (1.12–3.38)
1.91 (1.16–3.14)

Adherence level (reference <40%)
40%–79%
≥80%
Number of previous OHD classes

0.54 (0.35–0.82)
0.42 (0.27–0.65)
1.66 (0.75–3.67)

Type of treatment (reference: SU)
SITA
TZD

0.36 (0.09–1.52)
1.38 (0.95–2.00)

0.0

0.1

1.0

10.0

Incidence rate ratio
Figure 3 Risk of hospitalization for cardiovascular reasons.
Abbreviations: IRR, incidence rate ratio; CI, confidence interval; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; OHD, oral hypoglycemic drugs; SU, sulphonylureas; SITA, sitagliptin; TZD,
thiazolidinediones.

Pharmaceutical

Hospitalizations

Outpatient services

€1,000
€138

€129

€68
€148

€329

€500
€766

€372
€450
€186

€0
SITA

SU

TZD

Figure 4 Health care expenditures.
Note: These are annual costs per patient.
Abbreviations: SITA, sitagliptin; SU, sulphonylureas; TZD, thiazolidinediones.
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B (95% CIs)
Age

6.74 (−0.45–13.93)
59.03 (−102.30–220.37)

Sex
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Charlson index (reference =1)

Baseline HbA1c (reference ≤7.0%)
(7.0%–8.0%)
(8.1%–9.0%)
>9.0%
Missing

218.72 (−24.17–461.61)
186.45 (−57.39–430.28)
226.49 (−32.03–485.02)
190.44 (−45.67–426.55)

Adherence level (reference <40%)
40%–79%
≥80%
Number of previous OHD classes

−296.57 (−746.15–153.00)
−178.52 (−622.17–265.12)
−199.26 (−610.10–1,008.62)

Type of treatment (reference: SU)
SITA
TZD
−3,000.0 −1,500.0

−447.47 (−937.83–42.88)
198.53 (−715.76–318.71)
0.0

1,500.0

3,000.0

Annual health care expenditure
Figure 5 Multivariate regression analysis.
Abbreviations: B, regression coefficient; CI, confidence interval; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; OHD, oral hypoglycemic drugs; SU, sulphonylureas; SITA, sitagliptin; TZD,
thiazolidinediones.

similar in terms of their baseline characteristics, and this may
have altered the observed reduction of the number of events
occurred during the observation period. However, the results
obtained after the propensity score-matching analysis slightly
reduced the rate of hospitalization for any reason, but they
confirmed the robustness of our findings. Moreover, the role
of SITA in reducing hospitalization for cardiovascular reasons
was similar to the effect observed with the other drugs. It is
likely that the number of patients evaluated and the length
of follow-up were not enough to point out the possible differences in determining cardiovascular outcomes. Since
metformin is recommended as a first-line treatment for most
T2DM patients, our results may have important implications
for the choice of the second-line agent in these patients.
At present, data regarding the cost effectiveness of
DPP-4 inhibitors are still being debated.32 A systematic
review of economic studies that compared the cost effectiveness of DPP-4 inhibitors and TZD did not reach a conclusive result.33 Moreover, data from two studies conducted
in Europe showed the improved cost-effectiveness profile
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−16.47 (−225.50–192.56)
79.68 (−114.56–273.92)
90.42 (−94.03–274.86)
470.33 (−117.60–1,058.25)
−98.22 (−314.68–118.25)
329.83 (−38.62–698.27)

>1
Antihypertensive drugs
Lipid-lowering drugs
Respiratory drugs
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
Previous hospitalizations
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of the association of DPP-4 inhibitors/metformin when
compared with the association of SU/metformin.34,35 On the
contrary, economic evaluations performed in North America
provided evidence for the improved cost-effectiveness
profile of the association between SU/metformin when
compared with the association between DPP-4 inhibitors/
metformin,36,37 and these evaluations emphasized that the
increasing use of DPP-4 at the expense of SU could cause a
significant increase in the costs of health care systems. Our
analysis of health care costs has shown a total annual cost
that was higher in SITA-treated patients when compared
with SU and TZD treatments (€972 versus €706 and €908,
respectively). The difference was mainly due to the price
of SITA, since costs for outpatient services were similar
among the three groups of patients, while the costs for
hospital admissions were lower in the SITA- than in SUand TZD-treated patients. The generalized linear model that
we used to estimate the association between health care
costs and the type of OHD treatment, after adjusting for
the baseline characteristics of the patients, did not yield a
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significant difference in health care costs among the three
groups of patients.
Some limitations are present in our work. Firstly, this is an
observational study and the results must be interpreted with
caution. Our results may be influenced by a selection bias
in that physicians may have prescribed or stopped SITA in
patients according to patients’ clinical characteristics, which
cannot be identified in the present analysis. Secondly, we
were not able to fully adjust for unmeasured confounders,
such as blood pressure or body weight. For example, SITA
may have been prescribed for heavier patients because of its
neutral effect on weight gain.38 Thirdly, the small number of
deaths in any treatment group made meaningful statistical
analysis difficult. For this health outcome, analyses should
be conducted on a larger population and/or with longer
follow-up times. Finally, we did not examine the site effect,
which could have confounded the association between the
type of treatment and health care costs.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the combination of SITA plus metformin for
the treatment of uncontrolled T2DM offers an opportunity
for pharmacological treatment that is successful and well
tolerated. Our observational data provide evidence of the
comparative effectiveness and safety of this agent, and support
the recommendations of current clinical practice guidelines to
use SITA as needed in people with diabetes. Regarding health
care costs, a longer follow-up period could better clarify to
what extent the higher cost of the drug could be counterbalanced by the reduction rate in hospitalizations.
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